
  

 

Abstract 
Trajectory planning is an NP-hard problem, and the computational effort of 

planning methods is usually high. In this paper is presented an algorithm for 

planning and optimizes trajectories. The trajectory is defined via Spline Cubic 
Polynomial interpolation, which represents continuous particles in a continuous 

search space. Therefore, to find the quasi-optimal trajectory, an adapted Particle 

Swarm Optimization algorithm is used, where particles are continuous spline 
functions. When applied to robots, this algorithm generates smooth motion 

trajectories, with two times continuously differentiable curves, and avoiding 

obstacles placed in the workspace. Thus, it can be used for autonomous robot path 
planning or transportation problems. It methods is also appropriate to contours 

image segmentation task. It was tested by hard 2D and 3D problems and the results 

demonstrated the effectiveness and performance of the algorithm.  

1 Introduction 

The scientific and industrial community have given much effort on 
creating optimization algorithms to solve global path planning problems. 
Also, there is a growing interest on path planning to be use by mobile 
robots, cars with autonomous driving, drones and industrial machines for 
many proposals [1-2]. This interest is now extended in contour task 
(segmentation) of digital image or to support analysis methods [3-4]. 

Path planning (PP) is only possible when the environment map is known. 
For instance, the robot’s movement involves moving along a trajectory, 
starting from a specific point and finishing in an endpoint, passing 
through a sequence of points on its way and avoiding collision with other 
objects in the same workspace. Additionally, a robot’s trajectory includes 
the motion of the robot with respect to time that is constrained by 
kinematic limits (e.g., joint velocity limit) and dynamic limits (e.g., torque 
constraint) of the robot joints and motors. 

Hence, the goal is to plan and coordinate the motion of the robot axis. 
This is possible by fulfilling all constraints in order the robot passes all 
waypoints without any collisions and finally reaching its destination. The 
basic requirements of a good trajectory are the combination of smooth 
motion, a short and safety path. If these objectives are fulfilled, robots can 
efficiently improve its trajectory performance, namely by reducing the 
time of travel and the energy consumption [5].  

Many trajectory-generation methods were proposed in the literature [6-
7], which created motion trajectories for the robots considering several 
simultaneous criteria and constraints such as travelling distance, 
smoothness, security and feasibility [8], which it is almost a NP-hard 
problem. For the majority of the problems, it doesn´t exist an explicit 
solution or a deterministic method to solve them in an optimal and global 
way, taking into account all the constraints. To overcome these 
difficulties, the problem is usually simplified and therefore, the quality of 
the path solution is reduced. For many of these methods, a set of points 
with specific constraints is given and a path is generated from the 
combination of straight lines and circular arcs [9]. However, there is a 
curvature discontinuity at the straight line and at the circular arc joint. To 
cope with this problem, many researchers have modelled robot 
trajectories as piecewise quadratic or cubic Bézier curves [10]. Cubic 
polynomials splines have also been widely used as single curves to 
generate two times continuously differentiable curvature (trajectories), 
C2, [11-13]. 

As I mentioned, in this paper I use the PSO algorithm to find a quasi-
optimal trajectory through a feasible path in a complex environment, 
using a baseline smooth path based on cubic splines.  This work is a step 
ahead of the algorithms proposed in [14], now with the improvement of 
the attraction/repulsive force of the Spline particles of the PSO 
algorithms. This method does not use traditional particle entities. Instead, 
they were replaced by continuous functions, namely by cubic splines, 
obeying certain C2 continuity requirements throughout their domain and 
interpolating waypoints [15]. It is able to (iteratively) refine the path and 
thus find an efficient, collision free path in real time through an 
unstructured environment. This method is validated, and its performance 
evaluated through a set of simulations of hard and complex problems, 

with a great number of circular or spherical obstacles. The algorithm 
demonstrates a high success rate for all of the tested environments. 

The rest of this paper is organized as it follows. Section 2 introduces the 
problem formulation for path planning. Section 3 introduces the PSO-
Cubic Spline algorithm, PSO-CS, an optimization method in the space of 
continuous spline functions, and Section 4 presents experiments and 
result analysis. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the whole paper and 
presents the main conclusion.  

2 Trajectory planning problem 

Let a workspace W  with n obstacles 
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R , such that the resulting trajectory passes 

through the waypoints and has continuous C2 profiles in the complete 

path. The waypoints are the visible solution of the optimization process 

performed by the PSO algorithm. However, in their evolutionary strategy, 

it takes into account not directly these points, but the complete path 

trajectory curve (spline) by evaluating its performance in the generated 

path. Truly, the PSO-CS, is an optimization method in the space of 

continuous spline functions. 

3 Spline PSO algorithm 

Particle Swarm Optimization, PSO, is inspired by the social behaviour of 
some biological organisms, especially the ability of some animal species 
to locate a desirable position in a given area. There are examples of this 
social behaviour on flock of birds and shoal of fish. This method is one 
of the optimization methods developed for finding a global optimal of 
some nonlinear function [18]. 

This method applies the approach of problem solving by a population of 
candidates solutions. Each solution consists on a set of parameters and 
represents a point in multidimensional space. The solution is called 
”particle” and the group of particles (population) is called ”swarm”. These 
particles move inside the search-space according to a few simple formula, 
they are guided by their own best known position in the search-space as 
well as the entire swarm's best known position, iteratively trying to 
improve a candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality. 
So, each particle i is represented in a D-dimensional by the position vector 

ix and it has a corresponding instantaneous velocity vector 
iv . It has a 

memory that tracks a best position of the previous iteration: the particle’s 
optimal position pbest and the particle’s global optimal position gbest. 
The particles are moving in W, under an action of one force that results 
from random combination of three effects: inertial, attraction of pbest and 
attraction of gbest. Under the effect of this force, the speed of particle is 
update in each iteration as: 

          1 1 , 2 21i i best i i gbest iv k v k c r p x k c r p x k       (1) 
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where  is an inertia weight parameter, r´s are random numbers drawn 

from a uniform distribution in interval  0,1 , 
1c  and 

2c  are weights also 

designed as ‘cognitive acceleration coefficient’, respectively for local or 

global best position. The components values of 
iv  is restrict into the 

interval  max max,v v . Next, the position update rule (2) is applied: 

      1i i ix k x k v k   . (2) 

In this work, the PSO method does not use traditional particle entities. 

Instead, they were replaced by continuous functions, namely by cubic 

splines. Cubic Spline that obeys a certain C2 continuity requirements 

throughout their domain and interpolating waypoints defines the path. 

The arcs of Spline are subject to a force of repulsion by obstacle objects. 

This fourth component of the force that moves the particle in W. 

Despite the differences, for simplicity of analysis, we are going to use the 

same designations indistinctly. 
iS represents the ith Spline particle, with 

waypoints 
iX  in W, that it have an instantaneous velocity vector function

 iu t .  ij i jU u t  is the velocity vector of the jth waypoint of spline 

particle i with travel trajectory time jt . Under the influence of near 

objects, the arcs of Spline are subjects to a repulsion force. This force has 

a higher magnitude value if the arc spline is inside object body and, 

consequently, a less magnitude value for spline arcs further from the 

object.  It has a null value for distances greater than the distance of safety 

margin. This tensor or strain force that propagates across Spline curve to 

their waypoints results in the force
iR . This joins to the other PSO force, 

which represents another right term of equation (1). 

4 Tests and results 

I tested the PSO-CS algorithm for robot path planning in ®MATLAB 

platform in two test-examples, the 1st in two-dimensional space, 2D, and 

the 2nd in three-dimensional space, 3D. The workspace has a shape like a 

square/cube with edge length of 100 units. Inside there are 30 

circular/spherical obstacles with radius length of 10 units. In the first 

example, the circles are random placed on workspace while in the 2nd text-

example a wall, made by 24 spheres and a hole at its centre that split the 

workspace in two zones. Three more spheres are randomly placed in each 

one-sided zones. We assume that the start position of the robot is in origin, 

 0 0,0X  /  0 0,0,0X  , and the end position is in opposite vertices, i.e

 1 100,100mX   /  1 100,100,100mX   . 

PSO-CS uses Spline curves as particles. It adjusts the randomly placed 

waypoints of Splines population, where the particles are the coordinates 

of these points, in a discrete optimization process. The spline particles 

have 5 waypoints. One hundred ‘particles’ have been used for simulations 

with 100 iterations. For both environments, the PSO-CS was tested. The 

best Spline path is recorded at each iteration. At the end of the process, 

the best Spline trajectory is shown, as well as the final population and the 

best performance evaluation in each iteration. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show 

the results, respectively, for the 2D and 3 D test-examples. The red line 

shown in figures represents the optimum path generated by the algorithms 

and the filled circles/spheres represent obstacles. 

From simulations results, we can conclude that PSO-CS algorithm 

efficiently finds a collision-free path between the initial and destination 

points, the global solution with a quasi-optimal performance value. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper presents an improved version of the PSO-CS algorithm for 
global path planning. In order to get smoother planned paths, it uses a 
Cubic-spline smoothing technique. It was tested for robot motion 
planning problem, which it is treated as an optimization problem. Random 
obstacles are place on the 2D and 3D workspaces. The PSO-CS, in each 
iteration, try’s to find a feasible Spline curve with the best performance, 
defined by appropriated waypoints. The result is a smoother planned path, 
which it is a quasi-optimal trajectory. Experimental results show that it is 
an excellent method for path planning, generating collision free and 
smooth trajectories with shorter paths length. 

 
Figure 1: PSO-CS: (a) Best trajectory; (b) Population of splines. 

 

 

Figure 2: PSO-CS trajectory. View: (a) El. 30º, Ez. -60º and (b) Ez. 60º. 
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